
SMART BOARD MEETING
Sunday August 18, 2019

Attending: Katrina Parkinson, Gwen Tatsuno, Laura Hartwick, Janet Massolo, Kathleen Alles.

Meeting called to order at 7pm

All minutes from past meetings are located here if anyone needs to review, they were approved after the last board meeting and posted. 
http://smartagility.com/about/minutes.html

Treasurer’s report: 
Janet doesn’t have a new current number yet from last trial. Approximately $68,000 is in the bank. She will have numbers for both trials 
after Labor Day.

USDAA trials losing money in general in other parts of the country, Laura read a recent discussion on this on facebook.
Turlock and TRACS are losing money, SMART and Bay Team are doing well. SMART is doing better than it has in a long time.

Potentially Getting New Teeters
Some competitors have mentioned SMART getting new, updated teeters. This would be a good time since we have the money for them. 
Perhaps we could sell current teeters and buy two new Clip and Go teeters, if the money in the bank is still good after the next trial. We 
could do a raffle to purchase the old ones for a set price, and then purchase two new ones.

Paypal/Email Question
Michelle set up the paypal with one general gmail address. Recently it was discovered that all the trial secretaries have the login info for 
the paypal, as well as Michelle, Vici and Janet and had full access to the money. Katrina pointed out that too many people have the paypal 
login info, and perhaps dangerous to have all those people able to access that money. 

What Janet has now set up is different levels of logins for trial secretaries, and she is the only one who has the active login that lets her do 
things. Janet and Rob are the only two people who can sign checks, so perhaps they should be the only two people who can actually use 
the paypal login. Whoever has the admin password has the keys to all the money! Right now that’s Janet. If anything happens to Janet, 
Rob would also have access to the paypal. Holly has the ability to do transactions and refunds, Karla and Vici can both do transactions. 
Janet can add or subract users and their level of access to the money. Janet will give the upcoming trial secretaries (Katrina, Penni, 
Tracey) to be able to get in and do transactions, but have limited access.

MIchelle has the info for the gmail account too, Janet will get the recovery password and security question info from her. Janet will also 
give Rob password/login info for the SMART gmail address. All the paypal related info will go to that gmail. Janet is also going to give that 
email info to Katrina. 

Nominating Committee
So far it’s Janet and Derede, Janet will recruit a third person. Katrina will announce the elections at the General Meeting this weekend.

Trial Updates
March Trial-Date still being sorted out with the other club dates. The Arizona Regional has moved up to different weekend, SMART trial will 
probably the 3rd weekend in March or weekend after Presidents weekend.
July Trial-3 days with team, same 3rd weekend as usual. Mike Murphy, Renee King, Meredith Keraga. There will be 3 different starters/adv 
judges and some judge rotating for masters rings.
August trial-Diana is hiring judges for this.
New Years Trial-Paco, Val Reiner, and Rebecca someone new starters/adv judge, similar schedule to last year

If anyone has judges that they would like to see hired, let Katrina and Diana know, perhaps getting some new judges.
Vici is planning to have the rings drug at night for the Thorsens New Year, so that will be the plan for the upcoming Thorsens trials to 
improve the footing.

Survey Results from July:
The survey is quite helpful for getting feedback, BIS, Mulligan and Fix and Continue were the main focus of this last survey. Also asked 
was what would improve the trial, what did you like best, so that is nice feedback to have. Overall vibe of trial was mentioned as being 
warm and welcoming. No one is on the spot and it is anonymous.

BIS
In general, people want the BIS in panties. Don’t mind the BIS, but overall competitors want to see them in panties. This was an 
overwhelming majority of survey results. Katrina suggest we go back to the panty policy on field during runs, and on the grounds.

Mulligan Runs
What about limited to masters standard, biathlon runs, and grand prix? And Starters/Adv Standard and Jumpers. What about also raising 
the price to $10/run. Laura suggests fewer runs-standard and grand prix only.
Katrina feels that the late days were more from scheduling than from the mulligans, she thinks by some reorganizing the schedule would 
improve. Also doing the Mulligan runs in rotation group, so Group A would do their mulligans in Group A. 

Katrina plans to draft a thorough explanation for BIS and Mulligans for this weekend’s trial.

Fix and Continue
Feedback from the survey was either people didn’t know about it or they thought it was great. Katrina would like to make it a rule that Fix 
and Continue isn’t allowed in pairs, because of a situation that happened with someone who was entered in pairs, needed a partner, and 



wanted to pre plan to do a fix and continue, which meant that whoever accomodated her was going in knowing they were getting an E. It 
was a weird situation, but by making this a rule it would keep that from coming up again. Maybe make it a rule for now that it’s not allowed, 
then if people are asking to have fix and continue back for pairs, bring it back.

Next General Meeting Date 
Saturday August 24, at the end of the day. Katrina is going to put a signup sheet out for people to sign up and perhaps having pizza will 
draw in some more people to the meeting.

Email List
Katrina is going to ask Roger to look at the google email and see if it is working right, because sometimes we think that the email isn’t 
working well.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:15pm.


